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 Common spracing F3 FC (Flight controller), 

some have OSD features, some do not, but

 in addition,they are mostly the same.



一、Welding FC

       

FC has a lot of Io pad, but we really do not use much, 

there are 1234 signal pad and several serial port input pad, 

BB as far as possible direct welding in flight control, do not 

lead, if the space allows.



       It is recommended to use AWG28 silicone wire to weld 

the signal part, so it is easier to construct

       

       FC and PDB stack to see how the signal line should be 

arranged more reasonable

       



      Properly align the 4 signal lines to facilitate the elliptical hole

 through the PDB.

       



      If your flight control uses a damping rubber shock absorber, 

screws too tight will lose the damping effect, so you can use a 

little screw gum, and then the screws do not tighten too tightly.

      飞控固定后，就可以进行焊接前准备了，主要是整理一下走线，放

到PDB对应的焊盘位置附近。



      These two are the lines used to detect voltages.

      *It is easier to finish the wire in advance of soldering.



      When you have completed the welding of the 5v power cord and

 the power supply inspection line, you can plug in the battery to test

 whether the flight control is working properly.

       

      Weld three wires for the camera, they are video out,power-,power+

       



     If your FC has OSD features, solder the VIN to FC video In,

vout, and if your flight control does not have the OSD feature, 

take them short.

       



      Weld some lines to the PDB + and-solder pads

一、Welding ESC

       



Then properly bent and put them through the hole in the carbon 

fiber plate side plate

Watch the order when you go through it.



The back part goes through the signal line first.



Insert three antenna PCB into the side plate in order, 

note up and arrow marks.

Insert the camera at the same time and put the carbon fiber 

side panel on the other side



Finally, follow the steps below to install the antenna wiring.

      然后再35mm处标记并切下屏蔽层，同理，不要伤及线芯塑层。

       











Fin


